b. “Each item in the invoice must correspond to costs identified in this attachment,
Attachment F, dated May 17, 2013, and Attachment F-1, dated December 5, 2013, and
Attachment F-2, dated April 20, 2015.”

EXPLANATION OF CHANGES
1) The contract has been amended to allow Markit to provide auctions and reserve sales for an
additional year, through December 31, 2016. The increase in funding provided by this
amendment accounts for realized and expected costs savings. These include 1) WCI, Inc. paying
for a QC-only auction in Q2-2014 instead of a joint auction, 2) WCI, Inc. paying for CA and QC
reserve sales that are scheduled but not held, 3) WCI, Inc. not paying for QC reserve sales from
Q3-2014 through Q2-2015 because they were not scheduled or held, and 4) WCI, Inc. not paying
for or acquiring all MAP development work previously anticipated. These savings amount to
. The cost of services in 2016, assuming four joint auctions and one reserve sale held
and completed by each jurisdiction, is
. Thus, the net increase in the maximum
agreement amount is
.

APPROVALS
This document and any attachments described herein constitute an amendment to the above numbered
agreement. All provisions of that contract, except those which are explicitly changed by this
amendment, shall remain in full force and effect.
By signing, the Contractor and WCI, Inc. do hereby accept and approve this amendment.
Markit Group Limited
Signature on File
Authorized Signature

Date

May 22, 2015

Jeff Gooch
Name

Chief Financial Officer
Title

Western Climate Initiative, Inc.
Signature on File
Authorized Signature

Date

Greg Tamblyn
Name

Executive Director
Title
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Markit has demonstrated its qualifications to provide the services described above through its
performance under the existing WCI, Inc. and previous California contracts.
Administration of auction and reserve sales needs to continue uninterrupted and on schedule
while services are developed and implemented under a new services contract for the 20162020 period.
A contract modification is being proposed as the procurement vehicle to retain these required
services. Continuing to work with the existing service provider to the extent necessary in 2016
will best enable WCI, Inc. to maintain the stability of the program while implementing services
for the longer term. This approach enables the jurisdictions and WCI, Inc. to take advantage of
the significant investments that have already been made in the programmatic infrastructure;
Markit has extensively configured the Markit Auction Platform (MAP) for California’s and
Québec’s individual and linked cap-and-trade auctions based on the individual jurisdictions capand-trade regulatory requirements.
WCI, Inc. and Participating Jurisdiction staff approached Markit to confirm their interest in and
availability to continue this work as necessary through 2016. The contract amendment with
Markit was developed by WCI, Inc. staff with input from and review by the Participating
Jurisdictions.
No additional steps have been taken to tender auction and reserve sale administration services
while long-term services are being implemented in 2015-2016 under the request for proposal
noted above.

Justification for a Non-Competitive Procurement
WCI, Inc.’s Procurement Policy provides for non-competitive procurement in certain instances.
In this case, the non-competitive procurement is justified based on the following two allowable
exemptions:
Contracts for services provided by contractors that have been selected by a federal,
state, city, county, provincial, or other regulatory entity, usually through a competitive
process.
Contract amendments to extend the original term for services and to add additional
funding to a contract.

Contract Amendment 2012-04-003, Justification
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Summary
This document describes additional scope and budget needed to enable individual and multi-jurisdiction
allowance auctions and reserve sales in 2016, including hosting and maintenance of the Markit Auction Platform
(MAP).
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Scope of Work
This scope of work covers the single and multi-jurisdictional auctions and reserve sales for California and
Quebec during 2016, including cyber insurance and hosting and maintenance of the MAP. New and revised
tasks are identified below.

Task 8 (revised) – Cyber Insurance
Task 12 (revised) – Quarterly Auctions
c) Individual jurisdictional auction
d) Multi-jurisdictional auction
Task 13 (revised) – California Only Reserve Sales
Task 14 (revised) – Quebec Only Reserve Sales
Task 16 (new) – Maintenance and Hosting
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Cost Proposal Summary
This section contains tasks from the existing contract as amended on December 5, 2013, updated to
reflect their scope and cost for 2016, as well as new Task 16. The costs are broken down by task.
Task 8 is an annual charge that will be agreed in December 2015 and invoiced in February 2016, for
2016 insurance. Task 12-14 will be charged on an event basis, following the successful completion of
each event. Task 16 will be charged in arrears on a monthly basis.
WCI, Inc. may request enhancements and modifications (e.g., to accommodate changes in
jurisdiction regulations) that impact MAP functionality. Any such work requested after Release 4
deployment to production in 2015 including any work described in Tasks 4, 5, and 11 and in version
2.8 or later of the Development Spreadsheet will be billed at a rate of
per day. All
enhancements will be subject to the following notice timeframes:
(a)
(b)

(c)

Deployment to production within 3 months of notice on enhancements requiring less than 2 days’ work
effort;
Deployment to production within 4 months of notice on enhancements requiring 2 – 8 days work effort;
and
Deployment to production within 6 months of notice on enhancements requiring greater than 8 days of
work effort.

The cost is broken down by task in the tables below.
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2014-2016 Budget Summary

Details have been removed from the public document for business confidentiality
and competiveness reasons.
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DISCLAIMER STATEMENT
Opinions, statements, estimates and projections in this presentation (including other media) are
solely those of the individual author(s) at the time of writing. They do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of Markit Group Holdings Limited or any of its affiliates ("Markit"). Neither Markit nor the
author(s) has any obligation to update, modify or amend this presentation, or to otherwise notify a
recipient thereof, in the event that any content, information, materials, opinion, statement, estimate or
projection (collectively, "information") changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
Any information provided in this presentation is on an “as is” basis. Markit makes no warranty,
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy, completeness or timeliness, or as to the results to be
obtained by recipients, and shall not in any way be liable to any recipient for any inaccuracies, errors
or omissions. Without limiting the foregoing, Markit shall have no liability whatsoever to any recipient,
whether in contract, in tort (including negligence), under warranty, under statute or otherwise, in
respect of any loss or damage suffered by any recipient as a result of or in connection with any
information provided, or any course of action determined, by it or any third party, whether or not
based on any information provided.
The inclusion of a link to an external website by Markit should not be understood to be an
endorsement of that website or the site's owners (or their products/services). Markit is not responsible
for either the content or output of external websites.
Copyright © 2015, Markit Group Limited. All rights reserved and all intellectual property rights are
retained by Markit. Any unauthorized use, disclosure, reproduction or dissemination, in full or in part,
in any media or by any means, without the prior written permission of Markit is strictly prohibited.
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